Phosphorylation reaction in cAPK protein kinase-free energy quantum mechanical/molecular mechanics simulations.
We present results of a theoretical analysis of the phosphorylation reaction in cAMP-dependent protein kinase using a combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach. Detailed analysis of the reaction pathway is provided using a novel QM/MM implementation of the nudged elastic band method, finite temperature fluctuations of the protein environment are taken into account using free energy calculations, and an analysis of hydrogen bond interactions is performed on the basis of calculated frequency shifts. The late transfer of the substrate proton to the conserved aspartate (D166), the activation free energy of 15 kcal/mol, and the slight exothermic (-3 kcal/mol) character of the reaction are all consistent with the experimental data. The near attack conformation of D166 in the reactant state is maintained by interactions with threonine-201, asparagine-177, and most notably by a conserved water molecule serving as a strong structural link between the primary metal ion and the D166. The secondary Mg ion acts as a Lewis acid, attacking the beta-gamma bridging oxygen of ATP. This interaction, along with a strong hydrogen bond between the D166 and the substrate, contributes to the stabilization of the transition state. Lys-168 maintains a hydrogen bond to a transferring phosphoryl group throughout a reaction process. This interaction increases in the product state and contributes to its stabilization.